
 
 
 
 

Green Map Archive Debuts 
 
With a global movement now impacting 65 countries, the New York based nonprofit 

Green Map System has collected beautiful locally designed Green Maps from since 

program inception in 1995. Now, 500 unique editions and 300 diverse outreach and 

education materials have been archived at the esteemed Lionel Pincus and Princess 

Firyal Map Division in the main branch of the New York Public Library at 5th Avenue at 

42nd Street.  

 

Celebrating this accomplishment, a special launch event and tour will take place in the 

Map Division on Wednesday March 27 from 5:30 to 7PM. This event also marks the 

debut of the organization’s new local website at GreenMapNYC.org, which was created 

to highlight Green Map System’s initiatives across the five boroughs. It was produced as 

a designNYC collaboration project by OTTO NY and Oceanic Fiji. 

 

The Global Archive of Green Maps 

 

Green Maps are unique as they all share an award-winning universal iconography 

highlighting ecological, cultural, social and green living sites. Each map reflects a different 

pattern of sustainable initiatives, challenges, and practices, as seen through the eyes of 

the universities, city agencies, NGO’s, entrepreneurs, and grassroots groups who have 

created them. ”Culminating a three year process, the Green Map Archive now has an 

iconic home that suits the global nature of this remarkable collection to a T”, declared 

Green Map System’s founding Director, Wendy E. Brawer. “As part of the Map 

Division’s collection, each thoughtfully designed Green Map will continue to be an 

important resource for mapmakers, researchers, journalists, and others worldwide 

seeking models for resilient and sustainable communities”.  

 

Achieved with the help of New York University Green Grants and Bobst Library, 

University of Michigan School of Information, the New York Public Library and Green 

Map System’s global office, this Archive will continue to grow as new editions are 
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published in the 850 diverse cities, towns and campuses where Green Mapmaking has 

taken root. A digital resource is in the planning stage to provide a global audience access 

to high-resolution versions of the Green Maps. In the interim, the world-class reference 

library offers all visitors the opportunity to peruse the print editions.  

 

GreenMapNYC.org – the New Website 

 

Green Map System is continually expanding its roster of local projects, with new maps 

and collaborations that engage more New Yorkers in taking action for a healthier, 

greener city. The new website GreenMapNYC.org pulls all of these activities into 

context.  DesigNYC matched OTTO NY and Oceanic Communications Fiji with Green 

Map System to design and build the new GreenMapNYC.org website on a probono 

basis. With sections to showcase events, blog, printed and interactive Green Maps  

published by Green Map System and other New Yorkers, the organization is delighted 

to publicly announce the website.  

 

Locally-led Global Green Map Network 

 

GreenMapNYC.org represents the local side of the nonprofit’s activities. GreenMap.org 

offers insight into the globally designed iconography utilized by all members of this ever-

growing network, as well as the Open Green Map mapping platform, mobile website 

and other engagement tools. Each project’s profile, images, blogs and more are featured, 

along with links to hundreds of locally produced interactive, printed and multimedia 

Green Map editions. Consider how your community might benefit from having a Green 

Map project to encourage new participation in a greener future, and get involved at 

GreenMap.org/join. 

 

Explore http://GreenMap.org or contact the office at +1 212 674 1631 (or 

info@greenmap.org).  

 

Get involved and…Think Global, Map Local!    

 


